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Abstract 
We show that the set of r-quasi-transversals of a matroid, if nonempty, is the set of bases of 
a matroid. We also give an alternative proof of the known theorem which identifies the 
conjugate of the rank partition of a matroid. 
1. Introduction and results 
A partition of a positive integer m is a sequence (m~, m2 .. . . .  ink) of integers where 
m~ >~ m2 >~ ... >1 mk > 0. Throughout M = M(S) denotes a matroid on a finite set S of 
cardinality m with no loops, and p denotes its rank function. 3 For each nonnegative 
integer k, the kth power of the matroid M is the matroid union 
M (k) = M v M v ' "  v M (kM's) 
on S whose independent sets are those subsets of S which can be expressed as the 
union of k (or fewer) independent sets of M. By convention, M (°~ is the matro id on 
S whose only independent set is the empty set. The rank function p(k) of M (k) is 
determined by the rank function of M by 
pCk~(X) = min (kp(A) + IX \A I )  (X _ S). 
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The number ptk)(S) is called the rank of the matroid M tk) and is also denoted by p~k)(M). 
It was proved in [3] that 
ptl)(M ) _ ptO)(M ) >~ p(2) (M ) _ ptt)(M )/> ... ~> p(rn)(M ) __ p(m- 1)(M ) 
and hence the sequence 
(p~l)(M) _ ptO)(M), pt2)(M ) _ ptl)(M ) . . . . .  ptm)(M ) _ p(m- 1)(M)) 
is a partition of m, called the rank partition of M. 4 
A subset T of S is a transversal of M tk) provided ptk)(T) = kp(T) = I TI. Thus T is 
a transversal of M tk) if and only if there exists a partition of T into sets TI,/ '2 . . . . .  Tk 
where each T~ is an independent set of M of cardinality p(T)  (a basis of the matroid 
M(T)  on T whose independent sets are the independent sets of M contained in T). s In 
[2] it is proved that the set of maximal transversals of M ~) is the set of bases of 
another matroid on S. More generally, let MI ,M2 .. . . .  Mk be matroids on S, and 
define a transversal of the matroid union M~ v M2 v ... v Mk to be a set T such that 
there exists a partition of T into sets T~, T2 . . . . .  Tk where T~ is a basis of the matroid 
restriction M~(T) for each i=  1,2 . . . . .  k. Then it is proved in [2] that the set of 
maximal transversals of M1 v M2 v ... v Mk is the set of bases of a matroid on S. 
Let r be an integer with 0 ~< r ~< p (S). A subset T of S is an r-quasi-transversal of M ~k) 
[4] provided ptk-1)(T) = (k - 1)p(T) and p(k)(T) = (k - 1)p(T) + r = I TI. By [4], 
T is an r-quasi-transversal of M ~k) if and only if there exists a partition of T into sets 
A~, A2 . . . . .  Ak where each of A~,.. . ,  Ak- ~ is an independent set of M of cardinality 
p (T) (a basis of M(T))  and Ak is an independent set of M of cardinality r. Let Mr, ~ be 
the truncation of M at r, that is, the matroid on S whose independent sets are the 
independent sets of M of cardinality at most r. Note that if r = 0, then an r-quasi- 
transversal of M tk) is a transversal of M tk-1). Also if r = p(T), then an r-quasi- 
transversal of M (k) is a transversal of M tk). 
The r-depth of M [4] is the greatest integer k = t,(M) such that M tk) has an 
r-quasi-transversal. The following theorem is the main result of [4]. 
Theorem 1. The conjugate of the rank partition of the matroid M equals 
(tl (M), tz(M) .. . .  , tin(M)); 
in particular, (1) is a partition of m. 
(1) 
In the next section we give an alternative proof  of Theorem 1. For  k/> 1, let 
Mtk-  1;r) ---- M v ... v M v MI, l (k - 1 M's). 
4 We ignore any trailing zeros. 
5 In [2] what we have called a transversal iscalled a partial transversal nd a transversal is a maximal 
partial transversal, that is, a partial transversal which is not properly contained in any other partial 
transversal. 
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Each r-quasi-transversal of M (k) is a transversal of M tk- ~:r), but the converse need not 
hold. For example, let {v, w} be a basis of a 2-dimensional real vector space and let 
M be the rank 2 matroid on S = {v, 2v, 3v, w} whose independent sets are the linearly 
independent subsets of S. Then T = {v, 2v, 3v} is a transversal of M ~2:2~ but T is not 
a 2-quasi-transversal of M ~3~. In fact, T is a 1-quasi-transversal of M t3~. It follows from 
our definition of transversal that, in general, a transversal of M (k- t:r~ is an s-quasi- 
transversal of M ~k~ for some integer s ~< r. 
By a maximal r-quasi-transversal of M ~k~ we mean an r-quasi-transversal of M (k~ 
which is not contained in any other r-quasi-transversal of M tk~. The following is the 
main result of this note. 
Theorem 2. Assume that M tk~ has an r-quasi-transversal. Then 
(I) a subset T of S is a maximal r-quasi-transversal of M (k~ i f  and only if T is 
a maximal transversal of the matroid M (k- l:r~, and 
(II) the set of maximal r-quasi-transversals of  M tk~ is the set of bases of a matroid on S. 
Part II of Theorem 2 is a consequence of part I and the result in [2] cited earlier that 
the set of maximal tansversals of the union of matroids is the set of bases of a matroid. 
Part I of Theorem 2 is proved in the next section. 
2. Proofs 
We use the notation ,~u for the closure of X in a matroid M. 
The following lemma is an immediate consequence of I-2, Proposition 2.4 and 
Corollary 2.51 (see also [4, Proposition 2.2]). 
Lemma 3. I f  B is a basis of M tk~, then B contains a unique maximal transversal T of 
M (k). Moreover, S \B  c_ ~u,k,. 
The next lemma is an immediate consequence of [2, Lemma 2.5.2]. 
Lemma 4. I f  T is a transversal of M (k~, then 
Lemma 5. Let A ~_ S. Then there exist pairwise disjoint, independent subsets 
X1, X2 ..... Xk of S \A  satisfying 
A ~_ XI M = X2 M . . . . .  Xk  M (2) 
if and only if 
p~k~(S) = p~k~(S\ A). (3) 
Proof. First assume that X1,X2, ...,Xk are pairwise disjoint, independent subsets 
of S\A  satisfying (2). Then IXx l= lX21 . . . . .  IXkl and XlwX2u" 'WXk is a 
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transversal of M (/0. It follows from (2) and Lemma 4 that 
A c_ Xl  w X2 u . . .  u Xk ~ = X1 ~ X2 u ... ~ Xk M'k' ~_ S~ M'k', 
and hence (3) holds. 
Now assume that (3) holds. Let B be a basis of Mtk)(S\ A). Then (3) implies that B is 
also a basis of M(k)(S). By Lemma 3, B contains a unique maximal transversal 
T=XIwX2u. . .~Xk  of M ok), where Xl ,X2  ... .  ,Xk are bases of M(T). Now 
Lemmas 3 and 4 imply that 
A c_ S \B  c_ ~pM~k} = ~M, 
and since the Xi are bases of M(T), (2) follows. [] 
Corollary 6. The r-depth of the matroid M(S) is ffiven by the formula t , (M)= 
max{k: q independent A ~_ S, [AI = r, p(k-1)(S\A ) = ptk-1}(S)}" 
Proof of Theorem 1. If A ~ S, then ptk-1) (S \A)  = ptk- l)(S) if and only if A is an 
independent set in the dual matroid (M tk- 1)), of M (k- 1). Hence by Corollary 6, the 
r-depth of M equals the maximum integer k such that there exists a subset of S of 
cardinality r which is an independent set of both M and (M (k- ~)*. Now the formulas 
for the maximum cardinality of a set which is an independent set of each of two 
matroids (see e.g. [1, p. 308]), the rank function ofa matroid union ([1, p. 291]) and the 
rank function of the dual of a matroid ([-1, p. 307]) yield that the maximum cardinality 
of a subset of S which is independent in both M and (M ~k- ~))* equals: 
rain (p(X) + (ptk-1)),(S\ X)) = rain (p(X) + [S\ XI + ptk- i )(X ) _ ptk-1~(S)) 
X~_S Xc_S 
= (min (p (X)+ p(k-1)(X)+ IS\X[)) ptk-l)(S )
\Xc_S / 
= p(k)(S ) _ p~k- "(S). 
Therefore the r-depth of M satisfies 
t,(M) = max{k: p(k)(S) - p(k-1)(S ) ~ r}. 
Hence the r-depth of M is the rth term of the conjugate partition of p(X)(S) - p(°)(S), 
p(2)(S ) _ p(l)(S ) . . . . .  p(m)(S ) _ p(m- 1)(S). [] 
Lemma 7. Assume that M (k) has at least one r-quasi-transversal, and let F be an 
s-quasi-transversal of M (k) with s < r. Then there exists an r-quasi-transversal L of  M (k) 
such that F c L. 
Proof. There exists a partition of F into independent sets Ft ,F2, . . . ,Fk such 
that each of F1 ..... Fk-x has cardinality p(F) and Fk has cardinality s. It follows 
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from Lemma 5 that 
p(k- l)(S ) = p(k- x)(S\Fk)" (4) 
Since FI w ... u Fk- 1 is an independent set of M (k- 1) contained in S\  Fk, there exists 
a basis B of M(k- I ) (S\Fk)  such that F~ ~ ... U Fk-~ c B ~_ S\Fk.  By (4), B is also 
a basis of M (k- 1)(S). By Lemma 3, B contains a unique maximal transversal T of 
M~k-11, and by Lemmas 3 and 4 
S\B  ~_ TM'k-" = ~M. (5) 
Since F~w. . .UFk_~ is a transversal of M tk-l~ contained in B, we have 
F1 u . . .WFk_a  ~--7". The set B~ Fk is an independent set of M tk~ and since 
p~k)(S) >~ ptk-1)(S) + r = IB] + r, there exists F], ~ S \ (Bw Fk) such that Bw Fkw F~ is 
an independent set of M ~k~ and IFkwF],l = r. We now show that the set 
L = T w Fk w F~, is an r-quasi-transversal of M tk). 
Since L ~_ B ~ Fk w F;,, L is an independent set of M% Since Fk W G ~-- S \B ,  it 
follows from (5) that 
p(T) = p(T  w rk u F~) 
and hence that p¢k- I~(L ) = (k - 1)p(L). We also have 
ILI = I T u Fk ~ GI 
= ITI + IF~ w Fi, I 
= (k - 1)p(T) + r 
= (k - 1)p(L) + r 
and that 
F =(F1u . . .W Fk_l )W Fk C_ Tw Fk c_ L. 
Therefore L is an r-quasi-transversal of M (kj containing F. [] 
Proof of Theorem 2. Part I is a consequence of the assertion of Lemma 7 that every 
s-quasi-transversal of M (k) with s < r can be enlarged to an r-quasi-transversal of M (k~. 
As already remarked, part II follows from part I and the established fact that the set of 
maximal transversals of a matroid union is the set of bases of matroid. [] 
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